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The magnetic and magnetocaloric properties of the mixed spin-(1/2,1) Ising-Heisenberg model on
a two-leg honeycomb ladder with dimer-rung alternation are exactly examined under an adiabatic
demagnetization process using the classical transfer-matrix formalism. We notify that the magne-
tization curve of the model exhibits plateaux as a function of the applied magnetic field and cyclic
four-spin Ising interaction at certain rational fractions of the saturation value. It is evidenced that
the model manifests an enhanced magnetocaloric effect in a proximity of the magnetization steps
and jumps, accompanying with the plateaux and jumps of correlation function of the dimer spins.
We conclude that not only the cooling/heating capability of the model could be pleasantly demon-
strated by the applied magnetic field variations, but also a typical cyclic four-spin Ising interaction
plays essential role to determine an efficiency of the magnetocaloric effect of the model.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
Various Heisenberg spin models defined on the two-leg ladders have attracted a great deal of attention in theoretical
condensed matter due to reveal extremely rich behaviors, dominated by quantum effects [1–5]. Two-leg Ladders with
antiferromagnetic exchange along their rungs [6], as well as, both of antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic exchanges
along legs have been investigated in previous studies [7–10]. From this perspective, M. T. Batchelor et al. [11] have
comprehensively investigated the magnetic properties, ground-state phase transition and thermodynamics of various
versions of exactly solvable two-leg ladders, both pure spin-1/2 models and mixed spin (1/2, 1) ones, and discussed
their implementation in the physics of strong-rung interaction ladder compounds.
Magnetocaloric effect (MCE) can be defined as the temperature variation of magnetic materials upon changing
the external magnetic field. In the statistical mechanics of many-body spin systems, MCE has attracted renewed
attentions because of having a strong potential of cooling applications in science and technology [12–15]. One another
important application of the MCE is the study of phase transitions by using the magnetocaloric anomalies at the
magnetic phase transitions [16, 17]. The standard quantity to characterize the MCE is the so-called Gru¨neisen
parameter ΓB which can be counted as one of applicable tools for detecting and investigating quantum critical points
[18]. The Gru¨neisen parameter for magnetic systems under adiabatic conditions can be defined by
ΓB =
1
T
(
∂T
∂B
)
S
= − TCB
(
∂S
∂B
)
T
= − 1CB
(
∂M
∂T
)
B
, (1)
where CB is the heat capacity at the constant magnetic field, T is the temperature (for simplicity we consider kB = 1)
and B is the applied magnetic field. In the recent decades a series of theoretical and computational researches have
been conducted on the magnetic properties and MCE in low-dimensional quantum and Ising spin models [19–42].
The exact results obtained within the low-dimensional quantum and mixed quantum-classical interacting spin models
figure out many important features of the MCE nearby the quantum critical points, particularly the enhancing role
of frustration and residual entropy, the possibility of magnetic cooling and magnetic heating during the adiabatic
demagnetization, deep connection of the MCE and the quantum phase transitions, etc. Besides, by examining the
behavior of adiabatic cooling rate, important information about the MCE can be obtained form the plots of the
isentropes in the temperature-magnetic field plane.
During the current decade, a number of exact results on the MCE in the so-called Ising-Heisenberg one-dimensional
spin models have been obtained [32–37]. The main feature of these models is the special alternation of the small clusters
of quantum spins and Ising interaction bond in such a way that the local Hamiltonians for the blocks commute with
each other. This allows one to obtain an exact solution in terms of the generalized classical transfer-matrix method.
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2For one-dimensional Ising-Heisenberg models, the average spin value of the j−th block when the system reaches
thermodynamic equilibrium is the same for all values of j. Since the Hamiltonian is translationally invariant, all the
unit-blocks are identical, and the average spin will be the same no matter which block we look at (useful details about
the solution of the Ising-Heisenberg diamond chain within the transfer matrix technique can be found in Ref. [43]).
Nonetheless, it would be notified that as the classical Ising model is generally not infinite−Jz limit of the Heisenberg
model, one has to be careful with such mixed classical-quantum models.
The four-spin Ising interaction can be identified as the Ising limit of the cyclic permutation of the quantum spins
localized on the vertices of a plaquette. It was demonstrated that this particular term is important to realize the
magnetic properties of the solid He3 [44], as well as in some cuprates Ref. [45]. The Ising-Heisenberg spin models
with additional four-spin Ising interaction have been also examined in several papers as an Ising limit of the four-spin
cyclic permutation [24, 46–54].
Although, there is a great interest on the magnetic and thermodynamic properties of the Spin-1/2 two-leg ladder
systems, mixed spin-(1/2, S) Ising-Heisenberg two-leg ladders have been much less studied. They exhibit many
interesting aspects that would definitely attract a numerous attentions in theoretical condensed matter and magnetic
material science. Undoubtedly, the mixed spin-(1/2, S) Ising-Heisenberg two-leg ladders can be viewed as decorated
Heisenberg ladders, where in our model the nodal Ising spins play the decoration role. However, it is not possible
to use the decoration transformation approach reported in Ref. [55] to solve such class of spin models. The reason
is that, these models mostly do not require sufficient conditions to apply decoration transformation technique. For
example, in our case the model comprises quantum dimer spins instead of classical spins. In this work, we prove
that the mixed spin-(1/2, 1) Ising-Heisenberg model on a decorated two-leg ladder can be exactly solved through the
classical transfer matrix technique.
The mixed spin-(1/2,1) Ising-XYZ model on a two-leg honeycomb ladder can be constructed from unit blocks with
the honeycomb spin configuration which linked together through their rungs possessing various kinds of Heisenberg
exchange interactions. Indeed, the introduced model is characterized by full anisotropic XYZ interaction between
the interstitial Heisenberg dimers, the Ising coupling between spins localized on the legs and rungs, furthermore
an additional cyclic four-spin Ising interaction in the square plaquettes of each sub-unit block. The motivation of
considering this unique model is to schematically represent an exactly solvable honeycomb ladder whose structure
comprehensively involves with integer-spin impurities. In similar fashion, Ising-Heisenberg variant of the saw-tooth
chain has been considered earlier in Refs. [56–58], however, the quantum cluster was there considered as a two-spin
bond along each second tooth of the chain. Moreover, pure spin-1/2 and mixed spin-(1,1/2) Ising-Heisenberg double
saw-tooth ladders have been intensively investigated in previous works [53, 54].
In the present paper, we will focus on the MCE, particularly, on the effects of a typical cyclic four-spin Ising term,
as well as, on how the Heisenberg exchange interaction influences the MCE of the model. Our motivation to this
model comes from its superb magnetic phase diagram that indicates complex quantum nature, especially in the case
of existing anisotropy, cyclic four-spin Ising term, and external magnetic field. The model describes a new scenario for
magnetization process, MCE as well as the thermodynamic medium. Due to quantum correlations are very important
in quantum information processing, quantum computing, and spintronics [52, 59–64], we also test the correlation
function of the Heisenberg dimer-rungs, compare its behavior with other thermodynamic parameters under the same
conditions, and eventually quote obtained results for interaction dependencies of such a function.
The current progress contributes to manufacture low-dimensional magnetic materials with desired parameters,
particularly, when the system involves with the alternating dimer-rung exchange. Moreover, the selected model
properly creates the possibility of understanding an Ising-Heisenberg ladder system with the four-spin Ising interaction
and leg-rung exchange modulations.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section we describe in detail the mixed spin-(1/2,1) Ising-
Heisenberg two-leg honeycomb ladder and remind the reader the main points of the solution within the transfer-matrix
technique. In Sec. III, magnetic phase transition, the behavior of entropy and the cooling rate versus the magnetic
field and temperature for several fixed values of the model parameters are particularly discussed. The effects of the
both parameters, four-spin Ising interaction and the temperature, on the entropy, cooling rate and correlation function
of the interstitial Heisenberg dimers are examined as well. Finally, several concluding remarks are mentioned in Sec.
IV.
II. MODEL AND ITS EXACT SOLUTION
The mixed spin-(1/2,1) Ising-Heisenberg model on a two-leg square ladder can be mapped to a structural mixed
spin-(1/2,1) Ising-Heisenberg two-leg honeycomb ladder by assuming J0 −→ 0. In what follows, we perform this
assumption throughout the paper. The most general Hamiltonian of the two-leg honeycomb ladder could be then
obtained by the sum of all unit blocks rounded by dashed rectangle in Fig. 1. Due to better characterizing the
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FIG. 1: Sketch of the mixed spin-(1/2,1) Ising-Heisenberg two-leg model on a honeycomb ladder. Yellow checkered balls
present spin-1 particles, while dark-blue balls denote spin-1/2 particles which interact with their nearest-neighbor sites through
coupling constant J‖ along the legs. Red balls show the spin-1/2 interstitial Heisenberg dimers. The region restricted by dashed
rectangle displays a unit block (including two sub-unit blocks) that repeats throughout the ladder.
Hamiltonian, we split all unit blocks to two sub-unit blocks as
H =
N∑
j=1
(HjP1 +HjP2), (2)
The operators HjP1 and H
j
P2 define Hamiltonians of two sub-unit blocks so-called square Plaquette-1 (P1) and
Plaquette-2 (P2), respectively. By assuming Ising like interaction J0 = 0, Hamiltonians of the two square palquettes
can be written as below abbreviated forms
HjP1 = {−J (σ1,j · σ2,j)∆− −
∑
κ=1,2
σzκ,j
(
g1B + αJ‖
[
sκ,j + Ξκ,j
])}
q
+
{−J⊥2
[
s1,j Ξ2,j + Ξ1,j s2,j
]
+K (s1,j Ξ2,j s2,j Ξ1,j)− B2
[
g2(s1,j + s2,j) + g3(Ξ1,j + Ξ2,j)
]}c,
HjP2 = {−J
(
σ′1,j · σ′2,j
)
∆+
− ∑
κ=1,2
σzκ,j
(
g1B + αJ‖
[
sκ,j+j′ + Ξκ,j+j′′
])}
q
+
{−J⊥2
[
Ξ1,j s2,j + s1,j+1 Ξ2,j+1
]
+K (Ξ1,j s1,j+1 Ξ2,j+1 s2,j)− B2
[
g2(s2,j + s1,j+1) + g3(Ξ1,j + Ξ2,j+1)
]}c,
(3)
where σaκ,j(σ
′a
κ,j) indicates spatial components of being the Pauli operators to the leg κ and j-th (j+1-th) rung under
periodic boundary conditions, with a = {x, y, z}. Subscripts q and c represent, respectively, the quantum and classical
parts of the Hamiltonians. Here, N is the number of unit blocks which is supposed to be even, and we assume that
each pair of quantum spins σ1,j (σ
′
1,j) and σ2,j (σ
′
2,j), interact through the fully anisotropic XYZ exchange coupling
J (σ1,j · σ2,j)∆− = J
[(
(1 + γ)σx1,jσ
x
2,j + (1− γ)σy1,jσy2,j
)
+ ∆− σz1,jσ
z
2,j
]
,
J
(
σ′z1,j · σ′z2,j
)
∆+
= J
[(
(1 + γ)σx1,jσ
x
2,j + (1− γ)σy1,jσy2,j
)
+ ∆+ σz1,jσ
z
2,j
]
,
(4)
where, J represents the ferromagnetic exchange interaction between the interstitial Heisenberg dimers, while γ is
the XY-anisotropy. Subscripts ∆− = (1 − ∆)/2 and ∆+ = (1 + ∆)/2 denote alternative rung-exchange anisotropy
in the interstitial dimers respectively, P1-dimer and P2-dimer, where ∆ (−1 ≤ ∆ ≤ 1) stands for the exchange
anisotropy. In addition we supposed j
′
= − (−1)κ−12 and j
′′
= (−1)
κ+1
2 . J⊥ and J‖ are the Ising-type couplings on the
rungs and along the legs. Tunable coefficient α typically represents the interacting power of J‖ with respect to other
parameters. To invoke the strong ferromagnetic Ising-rung interaction condition J⊥  0, in the current research we
4consider 0 < α < 1. K manifests the coupling constant of four-spin Ising term for each square plaquette of the ladder.
These couplings are supposed to include only z-component of the quantum spins. sκ,j and Ξκ,j are the S = 1/2 and
S = 1 Ising spin variables, taking values (1,−1) and (1, 0,−1), respectively. B is the external homogeneous magnetic
field applied in the z-direction. We here consider three different static Lande´ g-factors g1, g2 and g3, denoting three
different particles in the spin model. Multiplicity of the parameters in the Hamiltonian makes enable us to introduce
a more flexible and eligible model for both of the theoretical investigations and experimental analysis.
A. The exact solution within the classical transfer-matrix formalism
We perform the generalized classical transfer-matrix technique to obtain the partition function of the model. To
study the thermodynamics of the mixed spin-(1/2,1) Ising-Heisenberg two-leg honeycomb ladder, we realize that
Hamiltonians of each pair of unit block commute with each other. Consequently, the partition function of the model
could be expressed as the product of Boltzmann factors corresponding to the unit blocks possessing the same transfer
matrix T, namely,
ZN = tr [TN ] = tr
(
N∏
j=1
e
[
−β
(
HjP1+H
j
P2
)])
. (5)
To obtain above partition function, one can apply the transfer-matrix approach using the product of Boltzmann
factors for the sub-unit blocks with Hamiltonians Hj,1P1 and H
j,2
P1
. Hence, the 6× 6 transfer-matrix of a unit block can
be written as
T = W(s1,j , Ξ2,j |Ξ1,j , s2,j)W(Ξ1,j , s2,j |s1,j+1, Ξ2,j+1). (6)
6×6 fully symmetric matrices W and W are Boltzmann factors for the sub-unit blocks with HamiltoniansHjP1 andH
j
P2 ,
respectively. The procedure of deducing eigenvalues of the Hamiltonians of 4-sites plaquettes and their corresponding
transfer-matrix coefficients is given in below.
Consider the mixed spin-(1/2,1) Ising-Heisenberg two-leg model on a honeycomb ladder. The corresponding 6× 6
transfer-matrix per block is given by Eq. (6). For simplicity, we divide the Boltezmann factors W and W into classical
and quantum parts such that
W (s1,j , Ξ2,j |Ξ1,j , s2,j) = e−βH1,jc (s1,j , Ξ2,j |Ξ1,j , s2,j) ×Wq (s1,j , Ξ2,j |Ξ1,j , s2,j) ,
W (Ξ1,j , s2,j |s1,j+1, Ξ2,j+1) = e−βH2,jc (Ξ1,j , s2,j |s1,j+1, Ξ2,j+1) ×Wq (Ξ1,j , s2,j |s1,j+1, Ξ2,j+1) .
(7)
On above, we have the Boltezmann,s weight for the quantum parts of the Hamiltonians (3)
Wq (s1,j , Ξ2,j |Ξ1,j , s2,j) =
4∑
n=1
e−βεn(s1,j , Ξ2,j |Ξ1,j , s2,j),
Wq (Ξ1,j , s2,j |s1,j+1, Ξ2,j+1) =
4∑
n=1
e−βεn(Ξ1,j , s2,j |s1,j+1, Ξ2,j+1),
(8)
for which εn and εn (n = 1, ..., 4) denote the eigenvalues of the quantum parts of the Hamiltonians (3).
The eigenvalues εn and εn explicitly depend on the values of four classical spin variables of the unit-cells in each
block, interacting with the quantum Heisenberg spin dimers P1-dimer and P2-dimer. They can be easily found by
the straightforward diagonalization of the quantum parts of the Hamiltonians in the standard Ising basis (| ↑↑〉, | ↑↓
〉, | ↓↑〉, | ↓↓〉). Thus eigenvalues εn are
ε1,4
J‖
= JJ‖ (1−∆)∓
[
2g1B
J‖
± (s1,j + Ξ2,j + s2,j + Ξ1,j)]
ε2,3
J‖
= JJ‖ (∆− 1)±
√(
s1,j − Ξ2,j − s2,j + Ξ1,j
)2
+ 16
(
J
J‖
)2
,
(9)
and for εn we have analogously
ε1,4
J‖
= JJ‖ (1 + ∆)∓
[
2g1B
J‖
± (Ξ1,j + s2,j + Ξ1,j+1 + s2,j+1)]
ε2,3
J‖
= JJ‖ (−1−∆)±
√(
Ξ1,j − s2,j − Ξ2,j+1 + s1,j+1
)2
+ 16
(
J
J‖
)2
.
(10)
5The transfer matrix of the P1 has the symmetric form
T =

A G τ τ K U
G B Ω Q R S
τ Ω C V W γ
τ Q V C X γ
K R W X D J
U S γ γ J E
 , (11)
where by considering
z1 = e
βJ⊥ , λ = eβK , µ1 = e
βg1B , µ2 = e
βg2B , µ3 = e
βg3B , δ = eβ∆
−J ,
the following notations are adopted for the all components of the transfer-matrix:
A = 4(z−11 λ−1µ22µ23)(ϕ4 + ψ02), G = 4(z−
1
2
1 µ
2
2µ3)(ϕ3 + ψ
1
2),
K = 4(z− 121 µ3)(ϕ1 + ψ12), U = 4(z−11 λ−1)(ϕ0 + ψ02),
B = 4(µ22)(ϕ2 + ψ02), Q = 4(z−
1
2
1 µ3)(ϕ1 + ψ
3
2),
R = 4(ϕ0 + ψ22), S = 4(z−
1
2
1 µ
−1
3 )(ϕ1 + ψ
1
2),
C = 4(z1λ−1)(ϕ0 + ψ02), V = 4(z11λ−1)(ϕ0 + ψ42),
W = 4(z 121 µ−13 )(ϕ−1 + ψ32), X = 4(z
1
2
1 µ
−2
2 µ3)(ϕ−1 + ψ
1
2),
D = 4(µ−22 )(ϕ−2 + ψ02), J = 4(z−
1
2
1 µ
−2
2 µ
−1
3 )(ϕ−3 + ψ
1
2),
E = 4(z−11 λ−1µ−22 µ−23 )(ϕ−4 + ψ02),
τ = 4(λµ22)(ϕ2 + ψ
2
2), γ = 4(λµ
−2
3 )(ϕ−2 + ψ
2
2),
Ω = 4(z
1
2
1 µ
2
2µ
−1
3 )(ϕ1 + ψ
1
2), (12)
for which functions ϕ and ψ are defined as
ϕn = 2δ
−1 cosh(β[2g1B − nJ ]),
ψm
′
m = 2δ cosh(β
√
(mJ)2 + (m′J‖)2).
Analogously, the Boltzmann factors for the P2-dimer are expressed in a similar way to the P1-dimer. The transfer
matrix of the P2 can be easily obtained in an analogous procedure to the P1, but by substituting parameter ∆− with
∆+. Eventually, the transfer matrix of the unit blocks can be given by T = T T ′, for which T ′ is the transfer matrix
of the Plaquette-2. Due to abbreviate analytical expressions we leave writing this matrix.
B. Gibbs free energy and thermodynamic parameters
To derive forthright expressions for all thermodynamic parameters of the mixed spin-(1/2,1) Ising-Heisenberg two-
leg ladder, the partition function should be calculated by considering unit block Hamiltonians of the model written
in Eq. (3). In the thermodynamic limit, the free energy per block can be expressed as
f = − 1β ln Λmax, (13)
where, Λmax is the largest eigenvalue of the transfer matrix T. Magnetization, entropy and specific heat of the model
can be obtained using the Gibbs free energy as follows
M = −
(
∂f
∂B
)
T
, S = −
(
∂f
∂T
)
B
, C = −T
(
∂2f
∂T 2
)
B
. (14)
One can exactly obtain Λmax and in turn the thermodynamic parameters of the model under consideration using
numerical procedure that we have expressed in our recent publications [65, 66].
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FIG. 2: 3-D plots of the low-temperature magnetization per its saturation value as a function of the magnetic field B/αJ‖
and the interaction ratio J/αJ‖ where fixed values, α = 0.5, ∆ = 0.5, γ = 0.5, and J⊥/αJ‖ = 5 are assumed. In this plot and
next plots we generally consider two different sets for the Lande´ g-factors g1, g2 and g3. (a), (c), (e) {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2};
(b), (d), (f) {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2}. Also, three different values of the four-spin Ising term K/αJ‖ have been evaluated. (a)
, (b) K/αJ‖ = 0; (c) , (d) K/αJ‖ = 1; (e) , (f) K/αJ‖ = 2. we here consider T/αJ‖ = 0.12.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Magnetization process and magnetic ground-state phase transition
We begin by exploring the low-temperature magnetization process of the mixed spin-(1/2,1) Ising-XYZ two-leg
honeycomb ladder. The 3-D magnetization curves in the (B/αJ − J/αJ‖) plane are plotted in Fig. 2 for three
different fixed values of the special parameter K/αJ‖. In all figures, two distinguished sets of Lande´ g-factors g1, g2
and g3 have been optionally assumed. In fact, we formally consider two different versions of spin localization in the
body of ladder. First version is assembled, for example, by set {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2}, revealing nodal spin-1/2
particles (dark-blue balls in Fig. 1) and Heisenberg dimers (red balls in Fig. 1) have identical nature. Second version
is modulated by set {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2}, motivating by consideration all particles in the ladder have different
nature. Nevertheless, we enable readers to select a wide range of Lande´ g-factors to investigate the model by following
our technical procedure.
Panels 2(a), 2(c), 2(e) display the normalized magnetization M with respect to its saturation value Ms for the
set {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2}, denoting spin-1/2 particles localized on the legs and on the rungs have identical
g-factors. Panels 2(b), 2(d), 2(f) illustrate the magnetization for different set of g-factors, namely, for example,
{g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} revealing all particles interacted together have different g-factors. Meanwhile, three
different values of the cyclic four-spin Ising interaction K/αJ‖ have been considered. Panels 2(a) , 2(b) represent 3-D
magnetization curve of the model for two different sets of Lande´ g-factors such that K/αJ‖ = 0. In panels 2(c) , 2(d)
we consider fixed value K/αJ‖ = 1, and in panels 2(e) , 2(f) we have assumed K/αJ‖ = 2.
Generally speaking, as it is illustrated in Fig. 2, the alterations of cyclic four-spin Ising interaction has substantial
influences on the magnetization behavior in (B/αJ‖ − J/αJ‖) plane. We discuss this stimulating medium in Fig. 3.
Possible magnetic ground states of the mixed spin-(1/2,1) Ising-Heisenberg two-leg ladder can be found by changing
in magnetization behavior, depending on the mutual interplay between the model parameters ∆−, ∆+, J⊥/αJ‖
and K/αJ‖. It is argued in Figs. 3 and 4, the ground-state phase diagram in the (B/αJ‖ − J/αJ‖) plane and
(B/αJ‖ − K/αJ‖) plane, respectively. In this study, we focus on the interplay between the ratio K/αJ‖ and zero-
temperature phase spectra of the model.
Figure 3 (a) illustrates the zero-temperature phase diagram of the ladder in (B/αJ‖−J/αJ‖) plane for K/αJ‖ = 0
and g-factors set {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2}. Other parameters have been assumed to be α = 0.5, ∆ = 0.5, γ = 0.5,
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FIG. 3: The ground-state phase diagram of the mixed-spin Ising-XYZ two-leg honeycomb ladder within the (B/αJ‖−J/αJ‖)
plane for three different values of the ratio K/αJ‖. Solid lines with different colors label first-order quantum phase transitions.
Shaded area in all figures are the same. Fractional numbers rounded by circles indicate the corresponding magnetization
plateau to a given ground-state in units of saturated magnetization Ms. For example, 1/5 denotes intermediate one-fifth
plateau, whereas 1/2 represents magnetization one-half plateau, and so on. (a) {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2} and K/αJ‖ = 0, (b)
{g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and K/αJ‖ = 0. (c) {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2} and K/αJ‖ = 1, (d) {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and
K/αJ‖ = 1. (e) {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2} and K/αJ‖ = 2, (f) {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and K/αJ‖ = 2. The same set of other
parameters to Fig. 2 have been conceived.
and J⊥/αJ‖ = 5. The later assumption denotes the interaction between spin-1/2 and spin-1 particles localized on
the Ising rungs of the ladder to be strong-rung ferromagnetic interaction. A notable remark from Fig. 3 is that level-
crossing magnetic field shown by red and blue lines in all panels have identical gradients with a linear dependence
on the exchange interaction J/αJ‖. The model, independent of the quantity K/αJ‖, presents in the low-temperature
magnetization curve an instant magnetization jump from zero to an intermediate plateau normalized with respect to
the saturation magnetization.
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FIG. 4: First-order quantum phase transition of the model within the (B/αJ‖ −K/αJ‖) plane. (a) {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2}
and J/αJ‖ = 4, (b) {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and J/αJ‖ = 2. Other parameters of the Hamiltonian have been taken as for Fig.
2.
It can be seen from Fig. 3 (a) that for the case K/αJ‖ = 0 when the set of g-factors {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2}
is considered, the model may also exhibits several intermediate plateaux such as (1/5)−plateau, (2/5)−plateau,
(3/5)−plateau and (4/5)−plateau of the saturation value Ms. On the other hand, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (b),
when the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} is assumed, the model reproduces magnetic ground-state phase spectra
corresponding to the magnetization (1/4)−plateau, (3/8)−plateau, (1/2)−plateau, (3/4)−plateau and (7/8)−plateau
of the saturation value (the same fixed values of all parameters to Fig. 2(b) are supposed). Filled-plus marks in both
panels 3 (a) and 3 (b) demonstrate the co-ordinates of critical exchange interactions J/αJ‖ = 4 and J/αJ‖ = 2 at
which four ground-states become degenerate. Although, each point of the both blue and red lines are fascinating to
count in our investigations, on an optional basis we choose two introduced quadruple points such that they play the
most important role to continue our studies on the quantum correlation and the thermodynamics of the model.
A deep insight into the nature of different phase boundaries can be obtained by considering the typical cyclic
four-spin Ising interaction in the magnetization process. With this in mind, we have plotted in Figs. 3 (c)-3 (f) the
ground-state phase diagram when the system involves an additional Ising term K/αJ‖ 6= 0. Surprisingly, the phase
boundaries under go substantial changes. For instance, when K/αJ‖ > 0 for the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} an
intermediate (5/8)−plateau is visible in the magnetization curve (Fig. 3 (d)).
To bring an insight into how the cyclic four-spin Ising term play its rule to confine magnetic ground-state phase
boundaries, we plot in Fig. 4 the possible ground-state phase diagram in the (B/αJ‖ − K/αJ‖) plane, where the
co-ordinates of two aforementioned quadruple points have been optionally taken as fixed exchange interactions. To
verify this point, in Fig. 4(a), is plotted the ground-state phase diagram when the set of Lande´ g-factors {g1 = 1,
g2 = 1, g3 = 2} and fixed J/αJ‖ = 4 are assumed. Figure 4(b) demonstrates the same theme but for the set of
{g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and fixed J/αJ‖ = 2.
As a result, one perceives from both panels of Fig. 4 that, there are three critical points at which the boundaries
of two or more ground states cut each other off, revealing that they become degenerate. The co-ordinates of these
fancy points are as {B/αJ‖ = 0, K/αJ‖ = 2.5}, {B/αJ‖ = 5, K/αJ‖ = 0} and {B/αJ‖ = 7, K/αJ‖ = 1} (see panel
4(a)). In a different fashion, as shown in panel 4(b), we find the same critical points for the cyclic four-spin Ising term
at the special co-ordinates {B/αJ‖ = 0, K/αJ‖ = 2.5}, {B/αJ‖ ≈ 3.4, K/αJ‖ = 1}. In what follows, we will also
focus on the special critical point K/αJ‖ = 1 as a quadruple point to investigate the thermodynamics of the model
in different situations.
B. Specific heat
Let us continue our discussion with the all dependencies of the specific heat of the mixed-spin Ising-XYZ honeycomb
ladder in the (B/αJ‖ − T/αJ‖) plane by considering the co-ordinates of the aforedescribed critical points as fixed
values for interaction parameters J/αJ‖ and K/αJ‖. To this end, we display in Figs. 5 (a) and 5 (d) contour plot of
the specific heat as a function of the temperature and the magnetic field with K/αJ‖ = 0 by supposing two conditions
{g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2}, J/αJ‖ = 4 , and {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2}, J/αJ‖ = 2, respectively. By inspecting Fig.
5 (b) one can realize that there is an anomalous Schottky maximum arisen at high temperatures (T/αJ‖ > 1) and
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FIG. 5: (a) Contour plot of the specific heat in the (B/αJ‖ − T/αJ‖) plane for the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2} and fixed
value J/αJ‖ = 4. (b) The temperature dependence of the specific heat for several fixed magnetic fields when the condition
{g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2} and J/αJ‖ = 4 is assumed. Arrows illustrate the transition temperature at which the specific heat
has a steep increasing to make a maximum. (c) The specific heat as a function of the magnetic field for a number of selected
temperatures under the condition {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2} and J/αJ‖ = 4. (d) Contour plot of the specific heat for the
arbitrary set {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and fixed value J/αJ‖ = 2. (e) The specific heat curve versus temperature for various
fixed values of the magnetic field when the condition {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and fixed J/αJ‖ = 2 are hypothesized. (f) The
specific heat as a function of the magnetic field for a number of selected temperatures, visualizing the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 4,
g3 = 2} and fixed value J/αJ‖ = 2. In all panels is assumed the zero value for the cyclic four-spin Ising term, i.e., K/αJ‖ = 0,
and other parameters have been taken as Fig. 2.
moderate magnetic fields (1 < B/αJ‖ < 3). With increase of the magnetic field, is demonstrated a smaller peak at
respectively low temperatures. The transition temperature could be fixed in the temperature intervals in which the
specific heat curve has a steep increase and changes much, as we illustrated by upside down arrows.
Under the situation {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2}, J/αJ‖ = 2 (Fig. 5 (e)), the typical Schottky maximum appear at
lower magnetic fields.
Another interesting phenomenon observed at sufficiently low temperatures is that, the contour lines of the specific
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FIG. 6: (a) The temperature and magnetic field dependencies of the specific heat of the model under the same situation to
Fig. 5 but for non-zero value of the cyclic four-Ising interaction K/αJ‖ = 1. (a), (b), (c) display the specific heat for the set
{g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2}, J/αJ‖ = 4, and (d), (e), (f) correspond to the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and fixed value J/αJ‖ = 2,
fitting with co-ordinates of the quadruple point marked in Fig. 4 (b). Arrows imply the same definition to Figs. 5 (b) and 5
(e).
heat are remarkably accumulated nearby the critical magnetic fields at which magnetization jump occurs. It is quite
noteworthy that we witness a huge accumulation of contour lines close to the co-ordinates of quadruple point (filled-
plus marks in Fig. 3) rather than other critical points. For more clarity, we plot in Figs. 5 (c) and 5 (f) the specific
heat as a function of the magnetic field for several fixed values of the temperature where other parameters have been
set as panels 5 (a) and 5 (d), respectively. One can find that the specific heat becomes minimum for a wide range of
the temperature at the critical magnetic fields, for example Bc/αJ‖ = {0, 5, 7} when the situation {g1 = 1, g2 = 1,
g3 = 2}, J/αJ‖ = 4, K/αJ‖ = 0 is considered. Under different condition {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2}, J/αJ‖ = 2,
K/αJ‖ = 0, the specific heat minima occur at the critical points Bc/αJ‖ = {0, 2.5, 3.5}.
To uncover the effect of cyclic four-spin Ising term K/αJ‖ on the specific heat behavior, in Fig. 6, is shown
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the specific heat in the (B/αJ‖ − T/αJ‖) plane by assuming fixed value K/αJ‖ = 1 where other parameters have
been taken as Figs. 5(a)− 5(f). In panels 6(a) and 6(d), we observe significant evolution in the specific heat curve
as we consider non-zero cyclic four-spin Ising term K/αJ‖ 6= 0. More importantly, the term K/αJ‖ results in
changing the field-temperature position of the Schottky peak (compare Figs. 5(b) and 5(e) with Figs. 6(b) and 6(e)).
Analogously, the density of contour lines of the specific heat remarkably increases close to the critical magnetic fields
Bc/αJ‖ = {0, 3, 5, 7} (Fig. 6(a)) and Bc/αJ‖ = {0, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5} (Fig. 6(d)), at which a magnetization jump
occurs between two ground states. The specific heat becomes minimum at these special critical magnetic fields (see
panels 6(c) and 6(f)).
C. Magnetocaloric effect
In this part, let us examine MCE properties of the mixed-spin (1/2, 1) Ising-XYZ two-leg honeycomb ladder and
present the most interesting results obtained for the isentropy lines together with magnetic Gru¨neisen parameter
multiplied by the magnetic field BΓB for two arbitrary sets of Lande´ g-factors in the limit of quadruple points co-
ordinates depicted in Figs. 3 and 4. We would note that, one of the most important results obtained from our numerical
calculations and simulations is uncovering the fact that the adiabatic demagnetization process strongly depends on
the cyclic four-spin Ising interaction parameter K/αJ‖. In what follows, we try to pave a way to understand this fact
through plotting intelligible figures in different perspectives.
Figure 7(a) shows the isothermal dependences of entropy S/N in the field-temperature plane including adiabatic
demagnetization curves (solid contour lines) for the case when we consider the situation {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2}
and fixed value J/αJ‖ = 4. It is quite evident that, the isentropy lines are suddenly accumulated nearby the critical
magnetic fields Bc/αJ‖ = {0, 5, 7}. The density of the isentropy lines close to the field-position of quadruple point
with the corresponding co-ordinates (B/αJ‖, J/αJ‖, K/αJ‖) ≡ (5, 4, 0) is much more that other places.
In Fig. 7(d), we display the isentropic changes of temperature T/αJ‖ as a function of the external magnetic field
B/αJ‖ for the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2}, assuming fixed values of J/αJ‖ = 2 and K/αJ‖ = 0. It can be seen
enhanced regions of MCE at critical points Bc/αJ‖ = {0, 2.5, 3.5} due to the ground-state phase transition and/or
magnetization jump from one plateau to another one.
Due to identify the cooling rate of the model in the vicinity of particular field-induced phase transitions, in Fig.
7(b), is depicted the quantitative fingerprint of magnetic Gru¨neisen parameter multiplied by the applied field with
respect to the original magnetic field when the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2} and fixed interaction ratios J/αJ‖ = 4
and K/αJ‖ = 0 are used. In accordance with general expectations, we witness very sharp peaks containing positive
and negative values close to the critical magnetic fields at which a ground-state phase transition occurs. When the
temperature increases, the magnitude of these peaks rapidly changes. This behavior is directly connected to the
anomalous zero-temperature entropy of the model under consideration at critical points.
Accordingly, a similar scenario is presented in Fig. 7(e) but for the case {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and fixed interaction
ratio J/αJ‖ = 2, assuming the same set of other parameters as used in Fig. 7(d). This imagination reveals an identical
enhanced MCE at respective ground-state phase transitions, namely, at critical points Bc/αJ‖ = {0, 2.5, 3.5}. In
both plots Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(e), is seen a steep decreasing of the cooling rate in the vicinity of zero magnetic field
point Bc/αJ‖ ≈ 0 (zoomed insets), reminiscing a quick magnetization jump from M/Ms = 0 to the magnetization
intermediate (1/5)−plateau of saturation value.
The temperature dependence of the parameter BΓB for various fixed values of the magnetic field is presented in
Figs. 7(c) and 7(f) under the same circumstances to, respectively, Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(d). One sees that by cooling
the system, close to the critical magnetic field at which ground-state phase transition occurs, parameter BΓB goes
to infinity (solid lines). While for other values of the magnetic field, by ultra-cooling the system (T/αJ‖  1), BΓB
tends to zero.
Figure 8(a) shows the isentropy lines in the field-temperature plane under the same circumstances to Fig. 7(a) but
for non-zero value K/αJ‖ = 1. By inspecting this figure, one can see that by imposing a non-zero value of cyclic four-
spin Ising interaction, an enhanced MCE will appear nearby one another critical magnetic field B/αJ‖ = 3, denoting
phase transition from the ground-state with magnetization M/Ms = 1/5 to that of with magnetization M/Ms = 2/5
(see Fig. 3(c)). In Fig. 8(d), we plot contour plot of the entropy and a number of isentropy lines for the case {g1 = 1,
g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and fixed J/αJ‖ = 2 and K/αJ‖ = 1. Again, we observe an extensive variation in the entropy of
the model specifically close to the point B/αJ‖ = 1.5, where the magnetization jump happens from (1/4)−plateau to
(1/2)−plateau normalized with the saturation magnetization (see Fig. 3(d)). In result, the four-spin Ising interaction
K/αJ‖ has a great influence on the entropy behavior regardless of what values we choose for Lande´ g-factors.
Last but not least, let us discuss the effects of parameter K/αJ‖ on the cooling rate. For this purpose, we have
plotted in Figs. 8(b) and 8(e), the magnetic Gru¨neisen parameter times the field against ratio B/αJ‖ at three different
temperatures T/αJ‖ = {0.1, 0.25, 0.5}, by keeping other parameters of the Hamiltonian as in panels 8(a) and 8(d),
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FIG. 7: Entropy of the mixed-spin (1,1/2) Ising-XYZ two-leg honeycomb ladder and the corresponding magnetic Gru¨neisen
parameter times the magnetic field BΓB as a functions of the temperature and the magnetic field for the zero cyclic four-Ising
interaction K/αJ‖ = 0. (a) The entropy in the field-temperature plane for the case when the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2}
and fixed J/αJ‖ = 4 are assumed. (b) The magnetic field dependencies of the dimensionless parameter BΓB for three selected
temperatures T/αJ‖ = 0.1, T/αJ‖ = 0.25 and T/αJ‖ = 0.5. (c) The temperature dependencies of the parameter BΓB for
several selected values of ratio B/αJ‖ and the same set of other parameters to panel (a). (d) Isentropic curve in the field-
temperature plane such that the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and fixed J/αJ‖ = 2 are considered. (e) The corresponding
Gru¨neisen parameter as function of the magnetic field under the circumstance {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2}, where fixed J/αJ‖ = 2
is supposed. (f) Gru¨neisen parameter as function of the temperature under the same circumstances to panel (d) such that
various fixed values of the magnetic field are supposed. Remaining parameters have been taken as Fig. 2.
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FIG. 8: The entropy and Gru¨neisen parameter as functions of the temperature and the magnetic field for the non-zero cyclic
four-spin Ising interaction K/αJ‖ = 1. (a) The contour plot of the entropy together with a number of isentropy lines for the
case {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2} and fixed J/αJ‖ = 4. (b) The corresponding magnetic Gru¨neisen parameter BΓB versus ratio
B/αJ‖ for three selected temperatures T/αJ‖ = 0.1, T/αJ‖ = 0.25 and T/αJ‖ = 0.5. (c) Dimensionless parameter BΓB as
a function of the ratio T/αJ‖ for the same parameters set to panel (a), while several fixed magnetic fields are assumed. (d)
Isentropy lines for the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and fixed J/αJ‖ = 2. (e) The corresponding magnetic Gru¨neisen parameter
as a function of magnetic field at three different temperatures T/αJ‖ = 0.1, T/αJ‖ = 0.25 and T/αJ‖ = 0.5 under the same
condition to panel (d), i.e., {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and fixed J/αJ‖ = 2. (f) The Gru¨neisen parameter multiplied by the
magnetic field as a function of the temperature for the same parameter set to panel (d), where different fixed values of the
magnetic field are selected. Remaining parameters such as α, γ, ∆ and J⊥/αJ‖ have been assumed as Fig. 2.
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respectively. The blue solid curve in Fig. 8(b) starts at almost zero magnetic field with a steep slop (see zoomed
inset) and crosses the first transition at B/αJ‖ = 3, and cuts two ground states with the corresponding magnetization
values M/Ms = 1/5 and M/Ms = 2/5 numbered in Fig. 3(c). Third peak arise at B/αJ‖ = 5, where the boundary
between ground states with magnetization M/Ms = 2/5 and M/Ms = 3/5 exists. Final peak arises at B/αJ‖ = 7
which is the magnetic field-position of the quadruple point marked in Fig. 3(c). By assuming the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 4,
g3 = 2} and utilizing fixed value of J/αJ‖ = 2 (Fig. 8(e)), the magnetic-position of the Gru¨neisen peaks will change.
This phenomenon is in accordance with the change in magnetization steps and jumps as shown in Figs. 2(d) and
3(d).
The temperature dependence of the parameter BΓB for several fixed values of the magnetic field is depicted in
Figs. 8(c) and 8(f), where the other parameters have been taken as Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(d), respectively. Nearby
the critical magnetic fields, we observe that the behavior of BΓB against the temperature is similar to the case when
K/αJ‖ = 0 is assumed. Nonetheless, it is understandable that by considering K/αJ‖ > 0, during ultra-cooling process
( T/αJ‖  1), parameter BΓB changes remarkably unlike the case when K/αJ‖ = 0. One can optionally allocate
different values to the g-factors and creates another g-factor sets and repeat the same procedure. Hence, different
outcomes may be achieved.
It could be expected from ground-state phase diagram plotted in Fig. 3(e) that by considering higher values of the
interaction parameter K/αJ‖ (for instance, K/αJ‖ = 2 and fixed J/αJ‖ = 4) the magnetic Gru¨neisen curve would
has an extra peak at critical magnetic field B/αJ‖ = 1 when the g-factors are set as {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2}. By
inspecting Fig. 3(f), one immediately finds that an enhanced MCE will occur at the critical field B/αJ‖ = 0.5, as
long as, the g-factors are set as {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and fixed value J/αJ‖ = 2 is assumed.
D. Correlation function
General expression of the nearest neighbor correlation function between Heisenberg dimers of each plaquette relies
on the exchange interaction derivative of the Gibbs free energy (Eq. (13)). Since we have assumed all interaction
parameters between Heisenberg dimers are identical, namely, Jj−1 = Jj = Jj+1 = · · · = J2N = J , to get an overall
introduction of the first derivative of free energy f , and evoke the pair correlation function Gxxj of the j-th Heisenberg
dimer-rung, we need to consider
Gxxj = 〈σx1,jσx2,j〉 = 〈σ′x1,jσ′x2,j〉 = − 12γ ∂f∂J . (15)
We plot in Fig. 9 the correlation function (15) against the interaction ratio J/αJ‖ for a few selected temperatures
under particular conditions assumed in previous plots. In order to comparison the correlation function of the Heisen-
berg dimer-rungs Gxxj with the investigated thermodynamic parameters in previous parts, we first consider the set
{g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2} and a zero value for the cyclic four-spin Ising interaction (Fig. 9(a)). The magnetic field has
been taken as fixed value B/αJ‖ = 5 as well, which conveys the field-position of quadruple point marked in Fig. 3(a).
It is quite surprising that at low temperature (T/αJ‖ = 0.1) there are some plateaux and jumps in the pair correlation
function curve. By comparing this figure with Fig. 3(a), one instantly finds out that the correlation function jumps
occur in the vicinity of quadruple points. As mentioned before, these intriguing points are intersection of four sep-
arated ground states. Another elegant remark to pronounce is that, when the temperature increases monotonically,
the correlation function plateaux gradually disappear until the correlation function curve becomes smooth at high
temperatures. In different situation {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2}, by assuming the fixed field B/αJ‖ = 2.5 the correlation
function jumps occur at lower amounts of interaction ratio J/αJ‖ (Fig. 9(b)).
Now, the main question that may involve our mind is that, whether the cyclic four-spin Ising term K/αJ‖ affect on
the correlation function Gxxj or not? To answer this question we illustrate in Fig. 3(c), the pair correlation function
versus the interaction parameter J/αJ‖ for the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2} and fixed K/αJ‖ = 1. The field-position
of triple point (shown by filled-plus mark in Fig. 3(c)) is optionally considered. The mentioned triple point is the
intersection of three ground states with the magnetization values M/Ms = 3/5, M/Ms = 4/5 and M/Ms = 1.
Amazingly, imposing a non-zero cyclic four-spin Ising interaction in each plaquette leads to widen the correlation
function plateaux. The correlation function jumps occur at higher interaction ratio J/αJ‖.
Furthermore, we observe that the plateaux appeared in the correlation function curve stay alive at higher temper-
atures (compare black curve marked with honeycombs plotted in both Figs. 9(a) and 9(c)). Lower right panel 9(d)
depicts Gxxj with respect to the interaction parameter J/αJ‖, assuming the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and fixed
magnetic field B/αJ‖ = 3.5 and K/αJ‖ = 1. By comparing Figs. 9(b) and 9(d) with each other we realize that the
correlation function intermediate plateau is broadened by applying a non-zero value of the ratio K/αJ‖. The width of
the intermediate plateau appeared in the correlation function curve is in a good agreement with the width of shaded
region between red and blue lines plotted in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 9: Pair correlation function for the Heisenberg dimers under different conditions. (a) Gxxj with respect to the exchange
interaction ratio J/αJ‖ for the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2} and zero value of the parameter K/αJ‖. The critical magnetic field
B/αJ‖ = 5 has been considered, where other parameters have been assumed as for Fig. 2(a), i.e., α = 0.5, ∆ = 0.5, γ = 0.5,
and J⊥/αJ‖ = 5. (b) Gxxj for the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and K/αJ‖ = 0, assuming critical magnetic field B/αJ‖ = 2.5.
(c) Gxxj for the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2} and non-zero value K/αJ‖ = 1 and fixed B/αJ‖ = 7. (d) Gxxj for the set {g1 = 1,
g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and fixed values K/αJ‖ = 1 and B/αJ‖ = 3.5.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The present work deals with the magnetic and magnetocaloric properties of the mixed spin-(1/2,1) two-leg model on
an Ising-Heisenberg honeycomb ladder, which can be exactly solved by the transfer-matrix technique. Two different
sets of Lande´ g-factors have been considered for localized spins in the ladder. We performed an extra term so-called
cyclic four-spin Ising interaction in the Hamiltonian of the model, which is important to take in to account when the
purpose is investigating the physical properties of spin ladders. We have also considered full anisotropic case XYZ for
the Heisenberg dimers such that the exchange anisotropy in the z−direction have been assumed to be an alternative
parameter in each two adjacent plaquettes of a unit block.
We have realized that there are some quadruple (triple) points in the field-induced ground-state phase diagram of
the model which makes the intersection of four (three) different ground states. Assuming the cyclic four-spin Ising
term affects on the co-ordinates of these special points. It has been demonstrated that, at low temperatures, the
specific heat curve anomalously behaves nearby the critical magnetic fields at which a magnetization jump occurs.
Moreover, at high temperatures, and exotic vicissitude can be seen in the specific of the model nearby the quadruple
points.
An anomalous magnetocaloric effect has been observed close to respective magnetization jumps. More importantly,
toning the magnetic field, four-spin Ising interaction, and the exchange coupling parameter slightly above (below) the
critical points result in cooling/heating during the adiabatic demagnetization process, where the temperature rapidly
falls down and reaches close to the quantum phase transition.
It is quite surprising that we found an enhanced magnetocaloric effect in the vicinity of quantum phase transition
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FIG. 10: ΓB as a function of the ratio B/αJ‖ at three different temperatures for the parameter sets (a) {g1 = 1, g2 = 1,
g3 = 2}, J/αJ‖ = 4, K/αJ‖ = 0. (b) {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2}, J/αJ‖ = 2, K/αJ‖ = 0. (c) {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2},
J/αJ‖ = 4, K/αJ‖ = 1. (d) {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2}, J/αJ‖ = 2, K/αJ‖ = 1. Other parameters α, γ, ∆ and J⊥/αJ‖ have
been taken as Fig. 2.
points. One of notable outcomes from our examinations is that, the magnetic Gru¨neisen parameter peak created
nearby by the quadruple point vanishes at very higher temperatures compared with other peaks. Another notable
result is that, under ultra-cooling the magnetic Gru¨neisen parameter goes to infinity nearby the critical magnetic field
at which quantum phase transition occurs.
Finally, it was demonstrated that there are some plateaux in the correlation function curve of each Heisenberg dimer-
rung versus the exchange coupling, where a jump between two plateaus mostly occurs nearby the co-ordinates of the
described quadruple point. We evidenced that by tuning cyclic four-spin Ising term, aforesaid plateaux undergoes
a substantial changes. Further, the change in correlation function behavior is in an excellent coincidence with the
magnetization variations.
The most direct application of our considered model probably is as ferromagnetic version of the two-leg ladders
including localized particles with different Lande´ g-factors in the real world for which an enhanced large magnetocaloric
effect can be observed.
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FIG. 11: The contour plot of the entropy and some isentropy lines in the field-temperature plane with the corresponding
Gru¨neisen parameter as a function the magnetic field for the high amount of the cyclic four-spin Ising interaction K/αJ‖ = 2.5
under the same conditions considered for the panels 7(a)−7(d). The reason for choosing value K/αJ‖ = 2.5 is that, as shown
in Fig. 4, there is a critical point in the (B/αJ‖ −K/αJ‖) plane with the co-ordinates (B/αJ‖, K/αJ‖) ≡ (0, 2.5) at which
the ground-state phase boundaries cut each other off and make a fascinating point to consider.
V. APPENDIX I
Qualitatively the field and temperature dependence of ΓB around a metamagnetic transition can be understood
looking at the two Heisenberg spins only. Here, we would like to investigate this medium by sketching the corresponding
figures that are surely of rich pedagogical values for the paper. We plot in Fig. 10 parameter ΓB versus ratio B/αJ‖
at three different selected temperatures. Four panels of this figure represent ΓB in four different situations. By
comparing this figure with Figs. 7 and 8 one finds that the low-magnetic field behavior of the parameters ΓB and
BΓB is quite different. However, both parameters behaves similar to each other in the vicinity of the quantum phase
transition points.
To better understand the influence of ratio K/αJ‖ on the thermodynamic mechanism of the model, we have
illustrated in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b), the entropy and magnetic Gru¨neisen parameter in terms of the temperature and
the magnetic field for the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 2} and higher value K/αJ‖ = 2.5 by assuming fixed J/αJ‖ = 4
(review Fig. 4(a) in which critical point (B/αJ‖, K/αJ‖) ≡ (0, 2.5) has been marked). While, in Figs. 11(c) and
11(d), are plotted the entropy and the Gru¨neisen parameter as functions of the temperature and the magnetic field
for the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2} and fixed values K/αJ‖ = 2.5 and J/αJ‖ = 2 (according to the marked critical
point (B/αJ‖, K/αJ‖) ≡ (0, 2.5) in Fig. 4(b)).
Consequently, by imaging different values of the cyclic four-spin Ising interaction parameter K/αJ‖, despite of the
fact that phase transitions will occur at detected critical points Bc/αJ‖ = {0, 3, 5} for the case {g1 = 1, g2 = 1,
g3 = 2}, and at Bc/αJ‖ = {0, 1.5. 2.5, 3.5, 5} for the set {g1 = 1, g2 = 4, g3 = 2}, the entropy and magnetic
Gru¨neisen parameter qualitatively and quantitatively change different from Fig. 7.
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